Introduction
Natural images can be segmented into regions with widely varying perceptual importance. There are three types of regions in a typical image. The region in which the contrast between objects and background is high is categorized as the edge. Due to the high contrast, human eyes will naturally pay much attention to the edges. Thus, edge regions are very important for human perception. The second type of region is the smooth area, in which the brightness of neighboring pixels changes slowly. The third type of region is the texture part. Pixels in the texture region change slower than the edge region but faster than the smooth region. Typically, in a photograph such as ''Lena' ' [see Fig. 5(a) ], the boundary of the face is categorized as the edge part, the cheek is the smooth part, and the hair is viewed as the texture part. We propose a new and simple method for classifying the edge and smooth parts; and then we encode the image using block coding with discrete cosine transform/vector quantization (DCT/VQ)' and the modified block truncation coding/vector quantization (BTCIVQ) derived from BTC/VQ. 2 In our coding algorithm, we use block coding and, according to the eye model, treat the texture part as a composition of some smooth blocks. We then devote our attention Abstract. Vector quantization (VQ) is a powerful technique for low-bit-rate image coding. However, initial studies of image coding with VQ have revealed that VQ causes degradations, most notably around edges. Moreover, the computational complexity is high. Although a few algorithms have been developed to reduce edge degradation, such as block truncation coding (BTC) with VQ (BTCNQ) or classified vector quantization, their compression ratios are not satisfactory. Discrete cosine transformation with VQ (DCTNQ) has been applied to image compression, showing a high compression ratio, but the edge degradation problem still exists. We present an image compression algorithm that takes advantage of the merits of DCTNQ and BTCNQ to achieve a high-quality and low-bit-rate compression of images. High quality images can be achieved at rates of 0.34 to 0.46 bit/pixel.
to the coding of the edge part to maintain the high quality of the image. Thus, more bits are allocated for edge regions to reduce the edge degradation. On the other hand, the major compression of the image is dependent on coding the smooth part. Block coding algorithms are usually applied to one of three rudimentary coding techniques: transform coding (TC),3 vector quantization (VQ),4 and block truncation coding (BTC).5 In each scheme, the block size is a parameter. The block size of TC and BTC are usually 8 X8 and 4 X 4, respectively. The block sizes of VQ may vary for different applications. We chose a block size of 8 X8 for the DCT and 4 X 4 for the BTC, and block sizes such as 3 X 1 and 4 X4 were used for different applications. We proposed a hybrid VQ algorithm that combines DCT, BTC, and classified VQ (CVQ) to classify edges from smooth parts.
Hybrid VQ Algorithm
The hybrid VQ algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1 Because these two coefficients represent the amount of brightness change in the horizontal and vertical direction, we choose the threshold experimentally. Typically, the threshold value is 85, which is determined by a set of training images shown in Fig. 2 .
For smooth blocks, we use CVQ6 to code three DCT For edge blocks, we divide the 8 X 8 block into four 4 X 4 subblocks,7 and process them sequentially. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the process for the 4 X 4 subblocks is denoted as modified BTC/VQ. The maximum difference, which is defined as the difference between the maximum and the minimum intensities in the subblock, is found first. Then, we compare the maximum difference with a preset threshold value, typically 18 (see Ref. 8) , to determine whether or not the subblock is uniform (smooth). If the subblock is uniform, we use its average to represent all the intensities in the subblock; otherwise, we use the BTC technique to determine its edge pattern and compare the edge pattern with the edge pattern
Edge Area Processing
The goal in processing the edge region is to obtain highquality compressed images with edge preservation. Consider a 4 X 4 subblock of an image. It is desired that the 4 X 4 block be placed in one of two categories: either in the areas in which the intensities of the pixels in the block are relatively uniform or the block contains an edge.
Coding the image efficiently, without introducing unreasonable distortion, requires an auxiliary method for each case.
For the first case, the block is represented by its average (mean), with 10 bits in total representing the sum of the decision bit (1 bit), decision bit (1 bit), and the bits representing the mean value (8 bits). For the second case, the block is coded with the modified BTC/VQ. The test to determine whether or not a block is relatively uniform (smooth) can be performed by using the mean (average) and the deviation, which is the difference between the maximum and the mmimum intensities in the 4 X4 block. This is compared to a preset threshold usually in the range of 13 to 50 (see Ref. 8) .
We set it to be 1 8. Higher threshold values result in more blockiness in the image. For blocks containing edges, we use look-up tables to represent cases of edges, in which the 16 binary bits of BTC are classified into 64 edge patterns. If the size is not equal to zero, we send the 4 X4 block to the CVQ coder. The total number of bits for CVQ block coding is equal to the sum ofthe decision bit (1 bit), decision bit (1 bit), classification index (6 bits), and VQ index (4 to 6 bits). Note that only 32 cases are used for CVQ. The others are coded with high/low VQ that utilizes the high and low levels from the BTC method. In this case, the total bits for high/low block coding is equal to the sum of the decision bit (1 bit), decision bit (1 bit), classification index (6 bits), and high/low VQ index (8 bits). As a result, the total bits for an image = the number of smooth blocks (8 X 8) * bits of a smooth block coding + number of mean blocks (4 X 4) * bits of mean block coding + number of BTC/CVQ blocks * bits of a BTC/CVQ block coding + number of high/low blocks * bits of high/low block coding. where 'k (k =0. . .7) is the pixel intensity and Ck(k =0. . .7) is the 1-D DCT transform coefficient.
Each row of an 8 X 8 block is transformed with a 1-D PDCT. Then, the 1-D PDCT is applied to the first two columns. This procedure is called the 2-D PDCT, and is shown in Fig. 3. 3 Elements of Hybrid VQ Some key elements ofthe hybrid VQ, including PDCT, BTC, CVQ, and code-book training are described below. 
BTC and Edge Pattern

Classified VQ
The CVQ coder is depicted in Fig. 4 . There are M classes.
If the input X belongs to class i,the i'th subcode book Ci of size Ni is employed to encode X, by using the distortion measure di( ). In the hybrid VQ algorithm, we have two types of CVQ: one is 3 X 1 in the DCT domain and the other is 4X 4 in the spatial domain. The classification for the former is decided by the signs of the three DCT coefficients. In this case, M= 8 and the size Ni of each subcode book Ci is 128. The latter is classified by the BTC 16 binary bits with an edge pattern table. There are 64 edge patterns, but M =32 classes for this case. This is because some edge patterns are seldom used and are processed with block truncation coding with high/low VQ. The other patterns are fed to CVQ with the subcode book size varying from 16 to 64.
VQ Code-Book Tra Thing
The LBG algorithm9 with least-squares-error measurement is used to train the VQ code book. The training image set is shown in Fig. 5 . 
Conclusion
The hybrid VQ algorithm is a technique combining DCT, BTC, and CVQ for image compression. This algorithm takes advantage of DCT/VQ and modified BTC/VQ to achieve a high compression ratio and images of high-quality. The key element is the classification of the edge and smooth parts. We use the characteristics of each part to obtain adequate compression so that there are more bits for the edge region and less bits for the smooth region. The results from the hybrid VQ are shown at bit rates ranging from 0.34 to 0.46 bit/pixel with high quality. Chung-Yen Lu received the BS degree in electronics engineering from National
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